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internal conflict in myanmar wikipedia - internal conflict in myanmar map of conflict zones in myanmar burma states and regions affected by fighting during and after 1995 are highlighted in yellow, burmese siamese war 1765 67 wikipedia - background the burmese siamese war 1765 1767 was the continuation of the war of 1759 1760 the casus belli of which was a dispute over the control of the tenasserim coast and its trade and siamese support for ethnic mon rebels of the fallen restored thanhawaddy kingdom of lower burma the 1760 war which claimed the life of the dynasty founder king alaungpaya was inconclusive, jstor viewing subject history - jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources, world war ii weapons and warfare - world war ii was the most destructive enterprise in human history it is sobering to consider that more resources mate rial and human lives approximately 50 million dead were expended on the war than on any other human activity, jstor viewing subject sociology - jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources, the vietnam war peace history - ho chi minh the enemy of the united states in the vietnam war was initially a friend he worked with u s special forces in rescuing downed american airmen and providing intelligence on japanese movements during the last year of world war ii
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